
I am delighted to report that Bordeaux has produced 
an abundance of superb wines in 2016. The reds 
exhibit real energy and vitality, with pure bouquets,
plush silky tannins, plenty of mid-palate fruit and 
impressive length of fl avour. Slightly lower-than-
average alcohol levels, allied to the perfumed fruit 
and ripe tannins that typify the vintage, will ensure
wines with exceptional balance and ageing potential.

Comparisons of 2016 with previous vintages are hard to draw, 
and none of the owners and winemakers that we talked to
during our visits were willing (or able) to suggest a similar vintage
in terms of wine style. Nicolas Audebert, who makes the wines 
at Château Rauzan-Ségla, uses the description ‘un kilo de plumes’, 
or a pound of feathers for those preferring imperial measures, 
meaning that the wines have volume as opposed to weight. 
This comes closest to capturing the essence of the 2016s.

Unlike last year, the successes of the 2016 vintage come from
all corners of Bordeaux. Cabernets from the Médoc ripened 
beautifully from Margaux to Saint-Estèphe, as they did in Pessac-
Léognan and the Graves, while both Pomerol and Saint-Emilion
enjoyed a healthy, ripe merlot crop.

Along with much of the UK wine trade we attended the annual
primeur tastings in Bordeaux during the fi rst week in April, tasting 
hundreds of 2016 barrel samples and making our initial ‘long-list’. 
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However, unlike most of the trade we returned a fortnight later 
to retaste the wines in order to narrow down our selection. 
Young wines in barrel develop so quickly at this stage of their 
lives that we believe it is vital to taste the wines as many times
as possible in order to get the truest refl ection of their character, 
quality and potential.

We have included a larger selection of ‘second wines’ than in
previous offers as they were particularly successful in 2016. This 
is partly due to the fact that with cabernet sauvignon ripening so 
perfectly, many châteaux increased the proportion of that grape 
in their grand vin. The knock-on effect was that high-quality 
merlot grapes, normally destined for the fi rst wine, ended up in 
the properties’ second wines, to their undoubted benefi t. 

One point of caution to note is that vineyards in some parts of 
Bordeaux this spring have been devastated by late frost (around
26th and 27th April), and consequently there will be little or no
wine available from some châteaux in the 2017 vintage. The
overused adage ‘buy now while stocks last’ may actually be
relevant this year!
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The vintage is good to very good for dry whites, with the best wines 
displaying fresh, aromatic fruit character. Sauternes and Barsac enjoyed 
another very fi ne vintage, and almost as importantly, yields were more 
generous than for many years, which is great news for the fi nancially 
embattled sweet-wine producers.

The weather
Weather conditions were far from straightforward in 2016 with 
extremes in the form of both wet and dry spells. Winter and spring 
were mild and very damp. Some places received more rain in the fi rst 
two months of the year than in the whole of 2015. But miraculously 
there was a short window in early June, crucial for successful 
fl owering, when the whole of Bordeaux enjoyed a spell of dry weather. 
The ensuing summer was hot and extremely dry, with virtually no rain
falling between the last week of June and mid-September. This meant 
that the vines had to dig deep for sustenance. These conditions 
favoured old vines on good soils, and as a consequence the best wines
refl ect their true origins (or (( terroirs). 

Thankfully nature intervened on 13th September when a welcome 
rain shower relieved and reinvigorated the vineyards, ensuring that the 
grapes continued ripening. Harvest took place in perfect conditions 
with châteaux able to select the optimum time to pick. Berries, 
particularly for the cabernets, were small and thick skinned, ensuring 
that wines will be deeply coloured with plenty of ripe tannins. 

Tim Sykes Society Buyer

For members looking for a variety of wines, we include ten mixed
cases priced from just £97.

Orders by website, telephone and post will be accepted. 
If you would like to order online, visit
thewinesociety.com/bordeauxep

For information regarding this offer after the close date please e-mail 
memberservices@thewinesociety.com or telephone
The Society on 01438 741177.

RED WINES
In-bond price, UK delivered, per dozen

Ref   Dozen

1 CB5181 Château Pey La Tour Réserve, Bordeaux Supérieur £65
 Few wines deliver the character and consistency of quality of Pey La Tour at such an affordable price. Pure and fl eshy, 
 with vibrant merlot-fruit character and a savoury edge, this will develop well in bottle. 2019–2024.

2 CB5191 Château de la Grave Nectar, Bourg £75
 Richness, concentration and generosity from the Bassereau family’s top cuvée this year. An impressive wine which, 
 while approachable young, will benefi t from time in bottle to realise its full potential. 2020–2027.

3 CB5201 Château Ampélia, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux   £85
 An outstanding wine from François Despagne’s tiny property on the plateau of Castillon, enhanced this year by 
 some fi ne old-vine cabernet franc. Ripe, opulent but with exceptional balance, this is one of our top picks in its
 price category. Sadly hit by frost in 2017. 2019–2028.

4 CM20011 Château Tour Saint Bonnet, Médoc * £85
 A member favourite for many years. The ripe and savoury 2016 Tour Saint Bonnet displays plenty of mid-palate fruit 
 backed up by grainy tannins and a refreshingly long fi nish. 2019–2026.

5 CB5211 Château Reynon Rouge, Cadillac Côtes de Bordeaux £85
 Hard to beat in terms of value for money, the 2016 Reynon has vibrant, plummy fruit character and notes of dark 
 chocolate on the palate. The higher proportion of cabernet sauvignon (17%) this year lends the wine energy and 
 freshness. 2019–2027.

6 CM20031 Château Caronne Sainte Gemme, Haut-Médoc * £92
 ‘Everything came together this year,’ according to winemaker Olivier Sèze, and indeed this is one of the best 
 Caronnes we have tasted. It was the last wine to be harvested in the Médoc and is a blend of 60% cabernet 
 sauvignon, 33% merlot and 7% petit verdot. Plenty of energy here with a rich core of ripe fruit. 2022–2032. 

Halves and magnums available.

THE WINES 

8PM TUESDAY 11TH JULY, 2017

To order thewinesociety.com/bordeauxep 01438 741177
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ONCE THE WINES ARRIVE

We are now giving members the opportunity to store their en
primeur wines with The Society ‘in bond’. 
When the wines from this offer arrive in Stevenage in 2019 
members will be given three options: 

1.  To take delivery of the wines. Duty and VAT will be payable
 immediately. 
2. To store the wines in duty-paid Members’ Reserves. 
 Again, duty and VAT will be payable immediately. 
3. To store the wines in our new ‘in-bond’ Reserves area. 
 With this option, duty and VAT will only be payable 
 (at the prevailing rate) when the wines are fi nally 
 withdrawn. 

For more details, please visit
thewinesociety.com/inbondreserves
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Ref  Six Dozen

7 CB5221 Madame de Château de Pitray, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux *   – £92
 A favourite amongst members, and the 2016 blend (75% merlot, 23% cabernet and 2% malbec) 
 certainly won’t disappoint this year. With ripe tannins and fresh acidity adding lift and balance, this is 
 a rich and spicy claret with good backbone and structure. 2021–2031.

8 CM20021 Château Cissac, Haut-Médoc * – £95
 A fi ne, classic northern-Médoc claret from lower-than-average yields (just 40hl/ha). The blend of 58% 
 cabernet sauvignon, 35% merlot and 7% petit verdot makes for a wine of impressive concentration 
 and ripe cassis fl avour, which is offered at a very fair price. 2022–2032.

9 CM20041 Château Beaumont, Haut-Médoc * – £102
 A notable success this year, this is a refi ned and fi nely honed Beaumont with pronounced black-plum 
 perfume and supple, ripe tannins on the palate. 2020–2028. Halves and magnums available.

10 CS10581 Château Puygueraud, Francs Côtes de Bordeaux – £105
 The Thienponts have fashioned a rich and satisfying Puygueraud from this model estate in the Francs. 
 The 2016 blend is 80% merlot with 15% cabernet franc adding freshness and 5% malbec giving added
 volume. Pure and silky on the palate. 2021–2029.

11 CB5241 Château Mont-Pérat Rouge, Premières Côtes de Bordeaux £55 –
 Thibault Despagne has made one of the most attractive Mont-Pérats of recent years. Ripe merlot
 dominates (80%) with 15% cabernet franc and 5% cabernet sauvignon completing the blend, resulting 
 in a succulent and juicy wine with a vibrant fi nish. Charming. 2020–2028.

12 CM20191 Château Sénéjac, Haut-Médoc £56 –
 The 2016 Sénéjac perfectly captures the style of the vintage, with deep colour, delicate perfume and 
 generously silky red-fruit character. 2023–2031.

13 CM20051 Château Dutruch Grand Poujeaux, Moulis £60 –
 Young Sébastien Olivar, who worked for Screaming Eagle in California and Larry Cherubino in
 Australia, has overseen an impressive fi rst vintage at Dutruch. A blend of 55% cabernet sauvignon, 
 44% merlot and 1% petit verdot displaying the savoury, lifted fruit character so typical of the best
 vintages from this excellent property. Well-priced, classic left bank claret. 2022–2032.

14 CM20061 Clos Floridène Rouge, Graves £60 –
 Benchmark Graves from the Dubourdieu family. A pure and vibrant blend of 73% cabernet sauvignon 
 and the balance merlot. This is infused with ripe, succulent damson-fruit character and lovely, fl eshy 
 texture on the fi nish. 2021–2031.

15 CS10381 Château Puy-Blanquet, Saint-Emilion * £75 –
 From the J-P Moueix stable, this is a classic, plump merlot-dominant Saint-Emilion. Generous and 
 appetising, this will give plenty of pleasure throughout its life. 2019–2028.

16 CM20071 Château Beau-Site, Saint-Estèphe * £75 –
 Talented winemaker Arnaud Durand has produced an exemplary wine this year, with notes of graphite 
 and bilberry on the nose and spicy dark-fruit character on the palate. Well priced, appealing 
 Saint-Estèphe. 2021–2032.

17 CS10391 Château de Fonbel, Saint-Emilion * £78 –
 De Fonbel’s vines thrived in 2016, despite the dry summer, thanks to the property’s predominantly 
 clay soils. The resultant wine is fragrant and perfumed, with notes of chocolate and coffee on the nose 
 and attractive berry fruit on the palate. 2021–2030.

indicates magnums available  indicates half bottles available, see order form for prices. 
* These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 10 and 11.

M H

M H

In-bond price, UK delivered, per six and per dozen

Pitray owner Jean de Boigne (left) in front of the family’s private chapel Thibault and Basaline Despagne of Château Mont-Pérat
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

 Ref   Six

18 CS10471 Château Côte de Baleau, Saint-Emilion  £90
  A new wine to The Society and certainly a château to watch since the Cuvelier family, owners of Clos Fourtet, 
  purchased the property in 2013. Lovely ripe damson fruit with plush, generous texture on the palate. A wine 
  of considerable refi nement. 2022–2034.

19 CB5251 Château d’Aiguilhe, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux  £95
  The top estate in Castillon has produced a stylish wine this year, with a velvety texture, admirable density and notes 
  of mulberry and black pepper. The blend is 85% merlot and 15% cabernet franc, with ageing taking place in 30% new 
  oak barrels. 2020–2027.

20 CM20411 Sarget de Gruaud-Larose, Saint-Julien *  £98
  An appealing second wine from Gruaud owner Jean Merlaut this year and one that we had no hesitation in selecting 
  for our en primeur offer. A blend of 59% cabernet sauvignon and 31% merlot, with petit verdot and cabernet franc 
  adding seasoning, the wine has classic gravelly texture with brambly, cedary character on the palate. 2021–2032.

21 CM20081 Château Le Boscq, Saint-Estèphe *  £103
  The northern Médoc was particularly successful in 2016 and winemaker Frédéric Bonnaffous was rightly proud 
  of his Le Boscq, which displays pure, savoury fruit character and fi ne-grained, sleek tannins. 2022–2033.

22 CS10501 Château Taillefer, Pomerol  £103
  Tasted several times with consistently good notes, this exhibits plump, succulent merlot fruit with a hint of toasty oak, 
  and blueberry and graphite character on the palate. Textbook Pomerol at a sensible price. 2022–2034.

23 CM20211 Château Potensac, Médoc  £105
  Delicious on each of the four occasions we tasted the wine in April 2017, this year’s blend of 39% cabernet
  sauvignon, 44% merlot and 15% cabernet franc, with a dash of petit verdot, has elegant blueberry fruit and fi ne, 
  grainy tannins. 2022–2034.

24 CM20101 Lacoste Borie, Pauillac *  £114
  Consistently one of the best-value Pauillacs on the market and made to be approachable when relatively young. 
  The 2016 (a blend of 61% cabernet sauvignon, 29% merlot and 10% cabernet franc) offers fresh red-fruit character 
  with fi ne, silky tannins and an appetising, bright fi nish. 2020–2028.

25 CM20391 Marquis de Calon, Saint-Estèphe  £114
  Precise, pure and with stylish fruit character, this second wine mirrors the character of its illustrious sibling, Calon-
  Ségur. A blend of 55% merlot and 45% young-vine cabernet sauvignon, the wine has impressive depth and attractive, 
  grainy tannins. 2022–2031.

26 CM20091 Baron de Brane, Margaux *  £118
  Henri Lurton is making wines of poise and purity, and this year’s Baron is a fi ne example of an approachable, 
  merlot-dominant Margaux with a promising future. A worthy successor to the excellent 2015. 2021–2030.

27 CM20111 Château Moulin-Riche, Saint-Julien *  £118
  From a property situated in the north-west of Saint-Julien between Gloria and Batailley, this has velvety fruit with 
  lively freshness. From the Didier Cuvelier stable (which includes Léoville Poyferré), this is a blend of 63% cabernet
  sauvignon, 26% merlot and 11% petit verdot. Lots of easy pleasure for relatively early drinking. 2021–2032.

Halves and magnums available.

28 CM20121 Château Belgrave, Haut-Médoc *   £125
  A savoury and attractive Belgrave this year, with considerable depth of fl avour. The wine has fi rm, gravelly tannins 
  on the palate and the structure to ensure a long and promising future. 2024–2035. Halves and magnums available.

29 CM20001 Château Angludet, Margaux *   £125
 Ben Sichel has produced another delicious Angludet in 2016, with a lovely, easy tension between concentration 
 and freshness. Unfortunately we have a smaller allocation this year following the recent devastating frost. 2022–2033.

Halves and magnums available.

30 CM20251 Château Ormes de Pez, Saint-Estèphe *  £125
 With a higher proportion of merlot (52%) in this year’s blend, the 2016 Ormes de Pez has an intense purple colour 
 and a nose of violets and roasted coffee. A savoury and attractive wine with plenty of northern-Médoc personality. 
 2023–2032.

31 CM20131 La Parde de Haut-Bailly, Pessac-Léognan *  £125
 This is an outstanding effort from a château that has been at the top of its game for many years, and a fi tting wine 
 to mark this second wine’s 50th vintage. Equal parts merlot and cabernet sauvignon, and 6% cabernet franc, 
 combine to produce a wine of real pleasure. Fresh, vibrant and elegant. 2024–2034.

M H

M H

M H

indicates magnums available  indicates half bottles available, see order form for prices.  
* These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 10 and 11.

M H
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

 Ref   Six

32 CM20171 Château Cantemerle, Haut-Médoc * £129
  A wine with an unerring ability to express the character of the vintage and the terroir from which it hails. The 2016 
  offers fresh, supple fruit with grainy tannins and a spicy cabernet fi nish. 2023–2036. Halves and magnums available.

33 CM20501 Bouscaut Rouge, Pessac-Léognan  £130
  A fi ne-boned and classy wine from Sophie Lurton with crushed-berry perfume and attractive mineral and tobacco 
  notes on the palate. A stylish Graves. 2022–2032.

34 CM20141 Château Poujeaux, Moulis  £130
  The 2016 Poujeaux is amongst the best we have tasted from this fi ne property, owned by the Cuveliers of Clos
  Fourtet fame. With a higher proportion of cabernet sauvignon (60%) in this year’s blend thanks to excellent ripeness 
  levels, the wine has a silky texture with attractive notes of damson and liquorice. 2023–2036.

35 CM20151 Château Chasse-Spleen, Moulis  £130
  Chasse-Spleen really comes into its own in successful cabernet vintages, and the 2016 has real depth and purity 
  of fruit. A fresh and appetising wine that will age beautifully. 2026–2036. Magnums available.

36 CS10401 Château Grand Corbin Despagne, Saint-Emilion *  £132
  A charming, stylishly perfumed blend of 75% merlot and 25% cabernet with dense, fl eshy fruit character on
  the palate and a long fi nish. This will give plenty of pleasure in years to come. Sadly this property was completely 
  ravaged by frost in 2017. 2022–2034. Halves and magnums available.

37 CS10411 Château Moulin St Georges, Saint-Emilion  £138
  A small, west-facing property on the Saint-Emilion hill under the same ownership as Château Ausone. This year’s
  Moulin St Georges is a blend of 80% merlot and 20% cabernet franc, displaying fi ne-boned structure with marked 
  stone-fruit character and a graceful fi nish. 2022–2030.

38 CS10491 Château Moulinet-Lasserre, Pomerol  £138
  Deep colour and a pronounced nose of black cherries and chocolate mark this out as classic merlot-based Pomerol. 
  With plenty of generous, ripe-fruit character on the fi nish, this is a wine of considerable charm and character. 
  2022–2039.

39 CM20201 Château Pibran, Pauillac *  £145
  A Cru Bourgeois from the Pichon-Baron stable that punches well above its weight. This year’s blend is 55% merlot
  and 45% cabernet sauvignon. A wine of freshness and lift, with the hallmark purity and dark-fruit character of Pauillacs 
  from a fully ripe vintage. 2022–2032.

40 CM20181 Château Latour-Martillac Rouge, Pessac-Léognan *  £150
  A château that continues to make excellent-value wines. This succulent blend of 60% cabernet sauvignon, 32% 
  merlot and 8% petit verdot delivers pronounced notes of cassis and tobacco on the nose with appetising, layered 
  fruit on the palate. 2022–2035.

41 CM20241 Château Monbrison, Margaux  £150
  Not a wine that we buy regularly at The Society but the 2016 beguiled us with its elegant, pure perfume and 
  refi ned texture. This is a well-judged, classic Margaux that will provide pleasure for years to come. 2023–2033.

Society Buyer Tim Sykes with Charlie Sichel (right) of Angludet The stunning Château and gardens at Gruaud Larose

M

M H

M H

To order thewinesociety.com/bordeauxep 01438 741177
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Ref   Six

42 CS10421 Château Chauvin, Saint-Emilion * £155
  A well-sited château which is starting to realise its potential under new owner Sylvie Cazes. This is a rich, ripe and 
  full-bodied Chauvin with dense balsamic character and considerable depth of fl avour. 2023–2035.

43 CS10431 Château Berliquet, Saint-Emilion  £160
  One of the oldest properties in Saint-Emilion, Berliquet is very well situated, lying between Ausone and Angélus. 
  The 2016 benefi ts from 15% cabernet franc in the blend (the rest is merlot), which lends freshness and intensity 
  to the wine. A sleek, layered claret from on-form Nicolas Thienpont. 2023–2034.

44 CS10451 Château Plince, Pomerol  £160
  A small property with an imposing château that produces attractively priced, merlot-dominant wines. The 2016 
  is supple and polished, with black-cherry perfume and dark-chocolate notes on the fi nish. 2021–2031.

45 CS10541 Château Lafl eur Gazin, Pomerol  £160
  Mainly merlot from gravel and clay soils, but with 6% cabernet franc in the blend to add a fresh edge, this is a
  benchmark, traditional Pomerol from the J-P Moueix stable. 2022–2032.

46 CM20221 Château Lynch-Moussas, Pauillac   £165
  A high proportion of cabernet sauvignon (83%) in the blend this year along with 17% merlot. The wine shows hints 
  of cedar on the nose, creamy texture and a nice balance of dark fruits and savoury overtones. Good ageing potential. 
  2024–2039.

47 CM20421 Echo de Lynch Bages, Pauillac *  £170
  An impressive second wine this year from the Cazes family, Echo (as the name suggests) offers more than a passing 
  resemblance to the grand vin this year. With 73% cabernet sauvignon and 27% merlot, the wine exhibits both supple 
  fruit and impressive depth of fl avour. 2022–2032.

48 CM20401 Château du Tertre, Margaux   £173
  From vines located on the highest point of the Margaux plateau, du Tertre has made a fi ne-boned wine, with 
  appealing freshness and nicely judged oak. 75% cabernet sauvignon 10% merlot, 10% cabernet franc and 5% petit 
  verdot. 2021–2033.

49 CM20261 Château Prieuré Lichine, Margaux   £175
  A bright, perfumed Prieuré Lichine made up of two-thirds cabernet sauvignon, with 29% merlot and the rest petit 
  verdot. The wine displays layered, stone-fruit character with attractive minerality and good depth of fl avour on the 
  fi nish. Well-priced Cru Classé Margaux. 2024–2036.

50 CM20231 Réserve de la Comtesse, Pauillac  £178
A stylish second wine from Pichon Comtesse that delivers much of the fruit purity and fi nesse of the estate’s grand 

  vin. A blend of 54% cabernet sauvignon and 37% merlot with cabernet franc and petit verdot making up the rest, 
  the wine has silky texture and lovely freshness on the palate. A notable success. 2021–2033. Magnums available.

51 CS10481 Château La Pointe, Pomerol *  £180
  Dense, plush merlot fruit and fi ne-grained tannins are the hallmarks of this year’s La Pointe, an estate that goes from
  strength to strength under Eric Monneret’s skilful direction. A classic Pomerol that won’t break the bank. 2022–2034.

52 CM20441 Château Ferrière, Margaux  £180
  A welcome return to form from this small classed growth in the heart of Margaux, which has recently received
  organic certifi cation. Savoury cigar-box notes overlay a core of black plums and violets. A vibrant and well-judged 
  wine. 2025–2037.

53 CS10441 Château Bourgneuf, Pomerol *  £188
  The style of Bourgneuf is subtly evolving, with the wines taking on a more refi ned, velvety feel than in the past. 
  Benchmark merlot-based Pomerol with the structure for long keeping. 2023–2036.

54 CM20281 Château Phélan-Ségur, Saint-Estèphe *  £195
  One of the best recent vintages that we have tasted thanks to excellent fruit ripeness (the last grapes were picked 
  in the last week of October) and particularly fi ne tannin structure. A blend of 55% cabernet sauvignon and 45% merlot. 
  2024–2036.

55 CM20271 Château Lafon Rochet, Saint-Estèphe  £200
  A classically styled wine from Basile Tesseron, with the two-thirds cabernet sauvignon in the blend lending a 
   mouthwatering, crunchy fruit character. A wine with more backbone than many of its neighbours, but with typical 
  Saint-Estèphe character. 2025–2037.

56 CM20321 Château Batailley, Pauillac *  £207
  This deservedly popular property used a high proportion of perfectly ripe cabernet sauvignon (85%) this year. 
  Lovely texture with fi ne-grained tannins and a polished creaminess on the palate. A delicious Batailley with a long 
  and promising future. 2024–2040. Halves and magnums available.

In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

To order thewinesociety.com/bordeauxep 01438 741177
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In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

 Ref   Six

57 CM20291 La Croix de Beaucaillou, Saint-Julien *  £208
  Not the second wine of Ducru, but a separate vineyard located just west of its illustrious stablemate. The wine has 
  pure blueberry perfume and appetising dark-fruit character on the palate. A claret of considerable potential. 
  2026–2039.

58 CS10461 Clos du Clocher, Pomerol  £210
  A generous and layered wine from a well-sited vineyard located just 100m from Vieux Château Certan and 200m
  from Pétrus. The wine exhibits characterful black-cherry and chocolate notes, and has a long harmonious fi nish. 
  2024–2036.

59 CS10531 Château La Serre, Saint-Emilion  £210
  This small property (just 7 hectares) sits on the plateau of Saint-Emilion and in good years, such as 2016, makes ripe, 
  stylish wines which age well. A blend of 80% merlot and 20% cabernet franc, the wine is well balanced with notes of 
  violets and plums. 2022–2033.

60 CM20301 Château Langoa Barton, Saint-Julien  £215
  A harmonious, well-balanced wine with hints of blackcurrant and oyster shell on the nose and a graceful, layered 
  palate. A very fi ne Langoa with the structure to mature gracefully for many years. 2025–2040. Halves and magnums 
  available.

61 CS10571 Petit Figeac, Saint-Emilion *  £220
  A silky-smooth second wine from one of our favourite properties in Bordeaux. Petit Figeac is a model of restraint, 
  displaying notes of bilberry and violets on the nose and considerable fi nesse on the palate. Harmonious and 
  mouthwatering. 2023–2033.

62 CM20351 Château Branaire Ducru, Saint-Julien *  £233
  Branaire Ducru can taste rather muscular when young, but the 2016 is remarkably approachable, with sleek, stylish
  tannins, crunchy stone-fruit character and a persistent, generous fi nish. Possibly the best wine we have tasted from 
  this property. 2023–2038.

63 CM20331 Clos du Marquis, Saint-Julien *  £235
  A property in the Delon stable (which also includes Léoville Las Cases), this is an intense and classy Saint-Julien
  with silky tannins and a pronounced cassis and black-olive character. Smooth and rich with a layered, complex fi nish. 
  2024–2039.

64 CM20311 Château Durfort Vivens, Margaux  £240
  Another impressive wine from a classed growth that is starting to gain the recognition that it so amply deserves. 
  The fi ne-boned, layered fruit reveals notes of cassis and tobacco with a long, smoky fi nish. A wine of purity and 
  pedigree which is now certifi ed organic. 2023–2036.

65 CM20341 Château Talbot, Saint-Julien  £245
  A well-judged, savoury Saint-Julien in the traditional mould, with cigar-box and forest-fruit character, and a hint of 
  spiciness on the fi nish. A classic Talbot. 2024–2038.

66 CB5261 Roc de Cambes, Bourg  £250
  An opulent, rich and satisfying wine this year from François Mitjavile’s fl agship property in the Bourg. With notes 
  of wild cherries, violets and tar, and a long fi nish, this is a wine of considerable personality. A hedonistic Roc de
  Cambes. 2022–2032.

67 CM20451 Château Giscours, Margaux   £260
  An impressive wine from a château that is clearly in the ascendancy. The highest proportion of cabernet sauvignon 
  ever used here (81%) adds structure and complexity. Lovely Margaux fi nesse but with concentration too. 2026–2040.

68 CM20381 Château Saint-Pierre, Saint-Julien  £273
  Saint-Julien was one of the most successful communes this year, and the Saint-Pierre is delicious. Harmoniously 
  balanced with plenty of depth and ripeness, this has all the constituents for a long life in bottle. A classic. 2026–2041.

69 CM20371 Château Clerc Milon, Pauillac  £300
  Part of the Mouton Rothschild stable, this is the fi rst vintage we have bought since 2010. The wine has classic Pauillac
  character, with pure brambly, blackcurrant fruit and plenty of mid-palate weight, with a touch of grip on the fi nish. 
  2026–2042. Low stock.

70 CM20471 Château Gruaud Larose, Saint-Julien  £310
  The most impressive Gruaud Larose we have tasted for many years, and an undoubted star in a standout vintage for 
  Saint-Julien. Owner Jean Merlaut (who bizarrely did an exchange for a year in Stevenage when he was ten!) has 
  produced a wine of rare ripeness and intensity with a long silky fi nish. 2027–2044.

indicates magnums available  indicates half bottles available, see order form for prices.  
* These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 10 and 11.

M H
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Château Batailley in Pauillac Jean-Jacques Dubourdieu
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To order thewinesociety.com/bordeauxep 01438 741177

Ref   Six

71 CM20361 Château Brane Cantenac, Margaux  £315
 Another beautifully refi ned wine from on-form Henri Lurton, and one of our top picks on the left bank for the 
 second year in a row. With 70% perfectly ripe cabernet and 27% plush merlot (and, unusually, a splash of carmenère), 
 this has lovely density and energy. 2025–2039. Halves and magnums available.

72 CM20431 Domaine de Chevalier Rouge, Pessac-Léognan   £315
 A blend of 65% cabernet sauvignon, 30% merlot and 5% petit verdot, there is real precision and depth of fruit here 
 with hints of cassis and sauve, silky texture. Very impressive indeed. 2026–2042.

73 CS10551 Château Larcis-Ducasse, Saint-Emilion   £320
 With the harvest continuing well into the second half of October, Nicolas Thienpont has produced a Larcis-Ducasse 
 with perfect fruit maturity. A sleek, graceful wine with restrained stone-fruit perfume and a long, generous fi nish. 
 2026–2038.

74 CS10561 Château Pavie Macquin, Saint-Emilion  £355
 The clay-limestone soils of this fi ne property ensured that the vines did not suffer from the intensely dry summer. 
 Generous and powerful wine, packed with complex, layered fruit. An exceptional effort from Nicolas and Cyrille 
 Thienpont. 2026–2040.

75 CS10521 Château Gazin, Pomerol  £360
 Pomerol produced many excellent wines in 2016 and Gazin stood out on all three occasions when tasted during our 
 April visits to Bordeaux. With plenty of mid-palate fruit and impressive depth of fl avour the wine has bright, appetising
 fruit and harmonious balance. 2024–2039.

76 CM20491 Château Rauzan-Ségla, Margaux  £367
 Under winemaker Nicolas Audebert we are seeing a subtle shift in the character of the wines from this fi ne
 property. Refi nement and purity are the watchwords here, with a beautifully balanced blend of 68% cabernet 
 sauvignon, 30% merlot and 2% petit verdot offering notes of blueberry and cedar. 2025–2039.

77 CM20461 Château Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac  £368
 Xavier Borie consistently produces some of the left bank’s most refi ned wines, and the 2016 has all the elements of 
 a classic Grand Puy Lacoste: vibrant stone-fruit perfume, a plump, gravelly character and suave, ripe tannins. Top-notch 
 Pauillac. 2025–2042.

78 CS10511 Château Canon La Gaffelière, Saint-Emilion  £388
 Consistency is the watchword at Canon La Gaffelière and this year’s wine is a worthy successor to the excellent
 2015. Plump, suave merlot character radiates from the glass, and the wine displays attractive creamy texture on the 
 fi nish. 2024–2037.

79 CM20481 Château Pape Clément, Pessac-Léognan  £393
 A ripe, opulent blend of equal parts cabernet sauvignon and merlot which displays lovely purity of fruit on both nose
 and palate. Dense and generous with fi ne tannins and a succulent fi nish. 2025–2039. Low stock. 

In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

M H
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Page 9

DRY WHITE WINES
In-bond price, UK delivered, per six 

 Ref   Six

80 BW5891 Clos Floridène Blanc, Graves * £65
 A higher proportion of sauvignon blanc in this year’s blend lends the wine a particularly fresh and racy character, 
 with notes of lime and blackcurrant leaf on the nose and an attractive minerality on the palate. Refreshing and classy. 
 2019–2025.

81 BW5881 Château Bouscaut Blanc, Pessac-Léognan * £135
 A château that never disappoints. The 2016 has a nose of citrus fruits and a hint of creaminess. On the palate, ripe
 semillon is balanced with zesty sauvignon blanc, and the fi nish exhibits lovely freshness and lift. Textbook dry white 
 Bordeaux with the capacity to age. 2019–2025.

82 BW5901 Château Latour-Martillac Blanc, Pessac-Léognan * £135
 An fresh, appealing wine with notes of citrus and lanolin on the nose and a palate that displays taut aromatic fruit 
 and an attractive mineral edge. Classic white Bordeaux from one of Pessac-Léognan’s most undervalued  properties. 
 2020–2026.

83 BW5911 Domaine de Chevalier Blanc, Pessac-Léognan £425
 A classic white Chevalier made up of 75% sauvignon blanc and 25% semillon. This has the concentration and weight
 of fruit that mark Domaine de Chevalier out as one of the great wines of Bordeaux. Taut and refreshing. 2020–2030.

SAUTERNES & BARSAC

84 BW5941 Cyprès de Climens, Barsac * £98
The second wine of Climens, this is an approachable and attractively pure Cyprès which carries many of the hallmarks 

 of Climens’ grand vin but at a very affordable price. Peaches and cream in a bottle. 2020–2028. Halves available. 

85 BW6001 Château Doisy-Védrines, Barsac * £143
 The high proportion of semillon (83% in this year’s blend) gives depth and weight to the wine, which exhibits a pure, 
 scented bouquet and hints of apricots and pears on the palate. 2021–2032. Halves available.

86 BW5991 Château Doisy-Daëne, Barsac * £150
 93% semillon and 7% sauvignon this year, and one of our favourite sweet whites of the vintage with a delicate, fl oral 
 bouquet and zippy concentration. Orange-marmalade and lemon-zest notes lend the wine considerable appeal. 
 2021–2036. Halves available.

87 BW5931 Château Coutet, Barsac * £158
 A rich and opulent Coutet with considerable depth and concentration of fl avour, and more sweetness than many 
 châteaux this year. Hints of orange peel and peaches on the fi nish lend the wine an exotic personality. 2023–2038. 

Halves available. 

88 BW5951 Château La Tour Blanche, Sauternes * £160
 Ripe and fl oral with lovely fresh balance, this is a delicious Tour Blanche. The wine is already appealing but will develop
 complexity and depth of fl avour in the coming years. 2020–2030.

indicates half bottles available, see order form for prices. * These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 10 and 11.H

Marie Vialard of Château Cissac François Nony (owner) and Olivier Sèze (winemaker) of Caronne Ste 
Gemme

H

H

H

H
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 Ref   Six

89 BW6011 Château Sigalas Rabaud, Sauternes *  £160
  Less overtly sweet than some of its neighbours, but one of the most impressive Sauternes that we tasted, with notes 
  of honeysuckle, peach and pineapple. Freshness and crunchy fruit texture on the palate make this a most appealing 
  wine. 2020–2030. Halves available.

90 BW5971 Château Guiraud, Sauternes *  £175
  A promising future awaits this year’s Guiraud, with fl oral, luscious fruit and notes of butterscotch and honeysuckle. 
  A tangy and appetising Sauternes. 2021–2036. Halves available.

91 BW6021 Château de Rayne Vigneau, Sauternes *  £180
  Lovely golden colour, with a restrained nose of grapefruit and dried apricots. Plenty of noble-rot character on the 
  palate, and fresh acidity providing lift and vitality. 2021–2036.

92 BW5961 Château Lafaurie-Peyraguey, Sauternes  £210
  Pale gold in colour, the 2016 Lafaurie-Peyraguey has purity and freshness. Hints of marmalade and toffee apples on 
  the palate with a lifted citrusy fi nish. 2021–2031. Halves available.

93 BW5921 Château Suduiraut, Sauternes *  £265
  Picking continued well into November at Suduiraut, with the best grapes gathered towards the end of the harvest. 
  A rich and creamy Sauternes with classic orange-marmalade and grapefruit notes on the palate. Very fi ne indeed. 
  2023–2039. Halves available.

94 BW5981 Château Climens, Barsac *  £280
  A pure, fresh and stylish Climens from Bérénice Lurton’s biodynamically managed property in the heart of Barsac. 
  Creamy and intense, with attractive, tangy citrus notes on the palate and a very long fi nish. 2023–2045. 

Halves available.

Page 10

MIXED CASES

95. 2016 GOOD-VALUE CLARETS

Drinking Window: 2022 to 2026 †

ref OC4299 at £97

A 12-bottle case containing three bottles of each
of the following four red wines:

Château Tour Saint Bonnet, Médoc

Château Beaumont, Haut-Médoc

Madame de Château de Pitray, Castillon
Côtes de Bordeaux

Château Cissac, Haut-Médoc

97. 2016 SAINT-ESTEPHE

Drinking Window: 2024 to 2032 †

OC4301 at £252

A 12-bottle case containing three bottles of each
of the following four red wines:

Château Le Boscq, Saint-Estèphe

Château Ormes de Pez, Saint-Estèphe

Château Phélan-Ségur, Saint-Estèphe

Château Beau-Site, Saint-Estèphe

96. BORDEAUX 2016 OLD FAVOURITES

Drinking Window: 2024 to 2032 †

OC4300 at £216

A 12-bottle case containing three bottles of each 
of the following four red wines:

Château Caronne Sainte Gemme, Haut-Médoc

Château Angludet, Margaux 

Château Cantemerle, Haut-Médoc

Château Belgrave, Haut-Médoc

98. 2016 SIX CLASSIC COMMUNES

Drinking Window: 2026 to 2030 †

OC4302 at £161

A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each
of the following six red wines:

Château de Fonbel, Saint-Emilion

Château La Pointe, Pomerol

La Croix de Beaucaillou, Saint-Julien

Château Batailley, Pauillac

Château Angludet, Margaux

Château Latour-Martillac, Pessac-Léognan

In-bond price, UK delivered, per six

H

H

H

H

H

indicates half bottles available, see order form for prices. * These wines feature in mixed cases on pages 10 and 11.H
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MIXED CASES

102. 2016 DRY WHITE WINES

Drinking Window: 2020 to 2025 †

OC4306 at £115

A six-bottle case containing two bottles of each 
of the following three white wines:

Clos Floridène, Graves

Château Latour-Martillac, Pessac-Léognan

Château Bouscaut, Pessac-Léognan

104. 2016 TOP SWEET WINES CASE

Drinking Window: 2021 to 2028 †

OC4308 at £152

A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each 
of the following six white wines:

Cyprès de Climens, Barsac

Château de Rayne Vigneau, Sauternes

Château Doisy-Daëne, Barsac

Château Doisy-Védrines, Barsac

Château Sigalas Rabaud, Sauternes

Château La Tour Blanche, Sauternes

99. 2016 CLASSIC RIGHT BANK

Drinking Window: 2023 to 2028 †

OC4303 at £139

A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each
of the following six red wines:

Château Puy-Blanquet, Saint-Emilion

Château de Fonbel, Saint-Emilion

Château Bourgneuf, Pomerol

Château Chauvin, Saint-Emilion

Château La Pointe, Pomerol 

Château Grand Corbin Despagne, Saint-Emilion

100. 2016 SMART SECOND WINES

† Drinking Window:  2024 to 2028 †

OC4304 at £144

A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each
of the following six red wines:

Lacoste Borie, Pauillac

Sarget de Gruaud-Larose, Saint-Julien

Le Parde de Haut-Bailly, Pessac-Léognan

Echo de Lynch Bages, Pauillac

Baron de Brane, Margaux

Petit Figeac, Saint Emilion

101. 2016 PAUILLAC AND SAINT-JULIEN

Drinking Window: 2024 to 2028 †

OC4305 at £180

A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each
of the following six red wines:

Château Batailley, Pauillac

Château Pibran, Pauillac

Lacoste-Borie, Pauillac

Château Moulin-Riche, Saint-Julien

Clos de Marquis, Saint-Julien

Château Branaire-Ducru, Saint-Julien

103. 2016 SWEET WHITES HALF-BOTTLE 
CASE

Drinking Window: 2023 to 2030 †

OC4307 at £182

A 12-bottle case containing two half bottles of each 
of the following six white wines:

Château Doisy-Védrines, Barsac

Château Coutet, Barsac

Château Doisy-Daëne, Barsac

Château Guiraud, Sauternes

Château Sigalas Rabaud, Sauternes

Château Suduiraut, Sauternes

† Drink dates for these mixed cases refer to the period
when all the wines will be at their peak. Please refer 
to the individual wine for its recommended drink date.

To order thewinesociety.com/bordeauxep 01438 741177
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What the price includes
• Prices shown include delivery to a UK address. They do not 

include excise duty or VAT.
• Payment of duty and VAT, at the prevailing rate (currently £25.98 

duty per 12 75cl-bottle case, £12.99 per six-bottle case and 20% 
VAT payable on wine and duty) will be requested once the wines
are removed for delivery or collection from Stevenage. The wines 
will arrive at Stevenage in summer 2019.

• Once the wines arrive, members may opt to have them delivered 
within the UK or stored in Members’ Reserves. 

Notes 
• Members, especially those living overseas, should note that only 

unmixed cases may be exported or transferred to an outside 
bond. 

• Wines are offered in cases of six, twelve bottles or three
magnums as indicated. 

Please read the full terms and conditions for this offer set out on the
enclosed order form and on our website before placing your order.

8PM TUESDAY 11TH JULY, 2017

How this offer works
will be accepted. 

If you would like to order via the website, visit thewinesociety.
com/bordeauxep. 

You will be required to log in with your password to place an order. 

Orders need to arrive at Stevenage by 8pm, Tuesday 11th July, 
2017 and will be processed thereafter. Members whose orders have 
been received by this date will receive confi rmation of their purchase
by Wednesday 2nd August, 2017 at the latest. 

If demand exceeds supply 
The Society has a long relationship with many of the growers in this
offer and access to good quantities of wine. It is likely however that
demand may exceed supply for individual wines, in which case we will
share out (as far as is practical) the available stock equally amongst
ordering members. If this still does not allow every member to have 
some wine, then as a fi nal resort we divide members into groups
depending on their level of support for The Society (quantity of wine
bought, spend, orders placed etc). Members who have given greater 
support to The Society will have a better chance (but no certainty) of 
being allocated wine, and those who have given less support will have 
a lesser chance (but still a chance). The Society will offer a similar wine 
as a substitute if the original choice cannot be provided, or members
may nominate their own substitute when ordering. Doing so will not 
lessen the chance of receiving the original wine. 

Members’ Reserves
The Society’s Members’ Reserves is a purpose-built, temperature-
controlled facility offering members access to optimum storage
conditions. The annual rental charge (currently £8.28 per dozen
if paid by direct debit, £9.48 if not) includes VAT and insurance at 
replacement value. Any wine bought from The Society, by the unmixed
or pre-mixed dozen, may be added or removed at any time. Members
can also remove a few bottles of a full case stored in Reserves. Wines
removed in this way need to be made up into 12-bottle cases using 
no more than four different wines from the member’s unmixed cases
stored in Reserves. Please visit our website thewinesociety.com/
reserves for more detail. 

To order thewinesociety.com/bordeauxep 01438 741177

Orders and enquiries 01438 741177 

THE SOCIETY’S PROMISE
Uncork with confi dence
The Wine Society is a mutual organisation, so our members’ 
satisfaction is paramount. If, for any reason, you haven’t enjoyed 
a wine we want to hear about it and will happily offer a credit, 
a replacement or a refund. thewinesociety.com/promise
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